Make Your Own American Eagle Pop-Up!

Step 1: Use the rounded end of a paper clip to “score” (press along) the dotted lines. Score the lines on both eagle pieces AND down the center of the card itself.

Step 2: Carefully cut out the pop up pieces and card along the black lines, even the “v” shape up into the eagle pieces.

Step 3: Bend the tabs (feather tails) back and forth to loosen them. Fold the card back and forth too!

Step 4: Put a small amount of white glue on the back of Tab A and place over the area marked A on the card. Let dry...

Step 5: Slide the Eagle half with the head down into the A half. Make sure the head of the eagle is in front. See illustration.

Step 6: Put a little spot of glue on the back side of tab B and place over area B on the card. Let dry... Carefully close card and POP UP!

For more information check out the Libraries’ blog about pop-ups and movable books http://smithsonianlibraries.si.edu/foldpullpopturn/